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According to an interview
with the British paper, The
Sun, there's another thing
Will has in common with The
Who: like that group's
legendary guitarist Pete
Townshend, will.i.am says
he suffers from the painful
condition tinnitus. The
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And while the ailment has
slowed down Townshend and
forced the famously
aggressive guitarist to
sometimes resort to
strumming an acoustic
during Who shows, Will says
he's taken the diagnosis as a
spur to make even more
music.
"I don't know what silence
sounds like anymore. Music
is the only thing which eases
my pain," he explains.
As proof of the severity of
the illness, the paper
describes the
producer/rapper regularly
working his finger into his ear
and shaking his head during
the interview to try to silence

Melody Benedic, Au.D., CCC-Audiologist &
Ashley Brewer, M.C.D., CCC-Audiologist

the noise in his head. The
content of the interview
wasn't confirmed to MTV
News by a spokesperson for
the group by press time..."
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Continue reading here...
Why is it important for NOMC patients to get their hearing checked?
Melody: "It is very important for musicians to get their hearing

checked because hearing is their most valuable instrument. Without
good hearing, they can't successfully perform."

Why do you enjoy working with NOMC patients?
Melody: "I enjoy working with NOMC patients because they are very
interesting people with big personalities."
What does music mean to you?
Melody: "I've loved music since I was very little. I played in my high
school band and I danced for 16 years. Music has always been a vital
part of my life. Music is what makes New Orleans, New Orleans. It
gives New Orleans its identity."
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What does music mean to you?
Ashley: "Because of living in New Orleans, music has always been a
part of my life. My husband has been in a band for 15 years. We love
sitting our back porch and listening to music from local festivals in
our area."
Why is it important for NOMC patient to get their hearing checked?
Ashley: "I think it is important for musicians to get their hearing
tested and to protect their hearing so they can continue to create
music that makes New Orleans what it is today."

New Orleans Musicians' Clinic
New Orleans Musicians' Clinic (NOMC) and Assistance Foundation (NOMAF)

Hours: Monday-Thursday 10am to 4pm
504-415-3514 - info@nomaf.org

